A facile route for synthesizing a diverse array of cargoloaded polymer capsules using polymer-stabilized calcium carbonate particles is introduced by Frank Caruso and co-workers in article number 1400007. Cargo, ranging from anti-cancer drugs to plasmid DNA, could be loaded in high quantities, making this technique promising for a variety of applications.
Fluorosurfactants
Homogeneous, hierarchical-porosity and highly hydrophobic conjugated microporous polymer (CMP) aerogels are facilely prepared, assisted by fluorosurfactants, as reported by Wenping Hu, Jin Zhang and co-workers in article number 1400006. The fluorosurfactants perform several roles in controlling the gelation process, modulating pore structures, and raising the hydrophobicity of the materials, thus giving rise to aerogels with exceptional gas sorption and oil cleanup performance.
Cellulous Paper
Cellulous fiber papers are used as 3D structural templates for the assembly of graphene and graphitic carbon nitrate ultrathin nanosheets. As discussed by Shi-Zhang Qiao in article number 1400015, the resultant materials, which possess highly active centers, rich porosity, and 3D conductive networks, can catalyze the oxygen evolution reaction with competitive activity but much better durability compared with the benchmark noble metal electrocatalysts.
There has recently been a surge of interest in nanoparticle-hydrogel composites because of their multi-functionality and stimuli response in addition to their potential in developing new technology. An overview of such smart materials is provided, covering their synthesis, design, applications, and future challenges . 
COMMUNICATIONS

Fluorosurfactants-Directed Preparation of Homogeneous and HierarchicalPorosity CMP Aerogels for Gas Sorption and Oil Cleanup
Homogeneous, hierarchical-porosity and highly hydrophobic conjugated microporous polymer (CMP) aerogels are facilely prepared assisted by fl uorosurfactants. The fl uorosurfactants show several roles in controlling the gelation process, modulating pore structures, and raising the hydrophobicity of materials, thus giving rise to aerogels with exceptional gas sorption and oil cleanup performance. 
Cellulous
Paper-Based N-Doped Carbon Films for Enhanced Oxygen Evolution Electrocatalysis
Cellulous-fi ber papers are used as 3D structural templates for the assembly of graphene and graphitic carbon nitrate (g-C 3 N 4 ) ultrathin nanosheets. The resultant materials, which possess highly active centers, rich porosity, and 3D conductive networks, can catalyze the oxygen evolution reaction with competitive activity and much better durability compared to the benchmark noble metal electrocatalysts (IrO 2 ). 
Phosphorus-Graphene Nanosheet Hybrids as Lithium-Ion Anode with Exceptional High-Temperature Cycling Stability
A red phosphorus-graphene nanosheet hybrid is reported as an anode material for lithium-ion batteries. Graphene nanosheets form a sea-like, highly electronically conductive matrix, where the island-like phosphorus particles are dispersed. Benefi ting from this structure and properties of phosphorus, the hybrid delivers high initial capacity and exhibits promising retention at 60 °C. 
